SCHOOLS & KINDERGARTENS: IP AUDIO SOLUTIONS

Does your school or kindergarten communication solution allow you
to hear, be heard and understood?
Modern schools and kindergartens rely on well planned
routines and schedules to provide an atmosphere of
happiness, curiosity and safety for the children and the
staff.
Intelligible voice communication, wherever and
whenever is your core requirement to manage daily
operations and to distribute information swiftly. Parents
want to know that their children are in safe hands and
schools take this responsibility very serious.
It is therefore more and more required that the
communication system also addresses critical
communication needs in order to prevent, defer or
control emergency situations.
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Be more efficient and use one
central unit for both intercom,
telephony and IP PA paging.
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RECEPTION
Use dedicated devices in offices for daily operations
and instant access to paging buttons. Add flexibilty
by means of dedicated intercom clients on your PC
and by using a VoIP app on your smartphone.

When you choose to invest in a communication
system, you want to get as much out of your
investment as you possibly can. We make this
possible by offering a highly scalable platform that
deals with both your operational and your critical
communication challenges.
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FLEXIBILITY
IP PA speakers are easy to install
and offer excellent IP paging in
locations where you cannot use
your PA system. Our IP Horn
speaker is very rugged and deals
with any type of weather.

Interface to any PA system with our VoIP
interface kit. Paging teachers and students
or broadcast pre-recorded messages from
any intercom, (mobile) phone or dedicated
IP PA panels. Import analog audio from a
radio source or bell scheduler and distribute
it over your intercom and PA system.
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ENVIRONMENT
In recent years, we’ve seen an increase
in the need for effective intercom,
PA and mass notification systems in
primary schools and even kindergartens.
In the past, intercom was primarily
utilized for everyday administrative
tasks and general communication.
Today, this is still the primary task of the
communication and paging system but
the same equipment should also be able
to deal with more diverse and dynamic
threat situations.
Today, communication solutions
implemented in our schools and
kindergartens are an important tool
for situational management and risk
management.

EXTRA FEATURES:
SILENT ALARM provides
a discrete notification if
an undesired situation is
developing.
INDUCTIVE LOOP is
supported and makes your
premises accessible for the
hearing impaired.

CLASSROOMS/HALLWAYS
A single intercom station is powerful
enough to operate both as a paging
speaker and as an intercom station.
Provide information to teachers and
students for daily operations and during
emergency situations.

Contact us today for more information, www.zenitel.com/safety-security/education-solution

ENTRANCES
Unexpected visits occur all
the time. A video intercom
station allows you to
see who is calling at the
entrance.

Every project is different in size and
complexity and has its own unique set
of requirements. Our solutions are very
scalable and offer a consistent level of
exceptional audio quality throughout.
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OUR WORLDWIDE PRESENCE:

HQ in Oslo and
Horten Norway

SELECTED REFERENCES:

17

COUNTRIES
WITH LOCAL
OFFICES

69

COUNTRIES
WITH PARTNER
REPRESENTATION

OSLO SCHOOLS (98 equipped)

OSLO, NORWAY

STAPPELBADDAN SCHOOL

SELECTED FUNCTIONALITIES:
INTELLIGIBLE AUDIO
The core need to deal with these
challenges is to be understood, loud
and clear. If you need to do more with
less, you want to work as efficiently as
possible. A combination of technology and
trained personnel makes your school a
smooth running and more secure place for
everyone. Crystal-clear audio is essential
to this, especially in a critical situation
where every second counts.

MALMÖ, SWEDEN

INTEGRATED
COMMUNICATION
Efficient communication requires a single
integrated communication platform. We
support open protocols such as SIP that
makes it simple and easy to do all your
communication from one central console.

INTEGRATED SECURITY
Reliable communication between different
systems is equally important. We share
information through common protocols
or dedicated drivers with other parts of
the security system like Access Control
and Video Cameras to enable automated
processes. This makes it easier for
the security team to work a lot more
efficiently in case of a critical event.

CRÈCHE DE LA GIRAFFE

BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT FRANCE
Kindergarten with custom made Intercom
front plates.
Solution delivered:
Video Intercom to identify unauthorized
visitors, Inductive loop support, Keypad
with braille, Audio scanning, Internal
communication, Remote Nanny, Local
Management, Remote Management.

WHY ZENITEL?
Communication is critical in all areas of business; therefore, our
expertise is focused on providing intelligent communication solutions
that allow you to hear, be heard and be understood, every time.
Zenitel systems interface with other security systems including CCTV,
access control and alarm for a comprehensive security solution.
Our primary system offering is within Public Address, Intercom and
Radio. Our key markets include: Building Security, Public Safety/Smart

Cities, Transportation, Education, Prisons, Industrial Manufacturing,
Healthcare, Retail, Energy and Maritime. Zenitel systems provide
high availability, scalability, reliability, maintainability and cyber
defensibility. By reducing hardware to a minimum, and keeping the
benefits of centralized server management, organizations have more
flexibility in scale and performance.
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